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Abstrat
In this paper the eet of the magneti eld on the form of the
equation of state and helium white dwarfs struture are disussed.
The inuene of the temperature and magneti eld on white dwarfs
parameters have been investigated. The mass-radius relations for dif-
ferent parameters were obtained. The ourrene of unstable branhes
in the mass-radius relation are presented for the temperature equals
T = 3 10
8
K and for dierent values of the strength of magneti eld.
Theoretial model of the star with two Landau levels is obtained.
PACS numbers 64, 65, 97
1 Introdution
Properties of matter in strong magneti eld has been the subjet of investi-
gations in astrophysis of white dwarfs and neutron stars. It is motivated by
the fat that magneti elds of the order of 108 Tesla - 109 Tesla are known
to exist in many ases of white dwarfs and neutron stars. White dwarfs are
ompat objets with masses omparable to that of the Sun, radii of the
order of several thousands of kilometers and mean densities about 109 kg
m−3. These stars no longer burn nulear fuel. They are slowly ooling as
1
they radiate away their residual thermal energy. White dwarfs radii derease
with inreasing mass. In aordane with theoretial preditions there is a
ritial value of white dwarf mass known as Chadrasekhar mass whih is
predited to be
MCh = 5.8 Y
2
e M⊙
where Ye is the fration of eletrons. This is the pressure of degenerate ele-
trons whih supported the star against ollapse. The eletrons are supposed
to be degenerate with arbitrary degree of relativity (in this paper the unit in
whih c = h¯ = 1 was used) x = kF/me and it various with the density. He-
lium ions provide the mass of the star and their ontribution to the pressure
is negligible [1, 2, 3℄.
The ions form a regular lattie whih minimizes the energy. Detailed models
of white dwarfs were given by Salpeter (1967) who derived onditions for
their solidiation and determined properties of the lattie.
A number of white dwarfs with strong magneti elds was disovered (Kemp
et al. 1970; Putney 1995; Reimers et al. 1996) [4, 5, 6℄ and extensively stud-
ied (Jordan 1992; Chanmugan 1992)[7, 8℄.
In about 3-4 % of all white dwarfs magneti elds have been deteted rang-
ing from 2 10−1 Tesla up to 105 Tesla. The magneti white dwarfs where
a surfae magneti eld on the order of 10 Tesla ∼ 105 Tesla and an inte-
rior eld of 105 Tesla ∼ 109 Tesla are estimated. The magneti eld may
auses onsiderable eets on the struture of white dwarfs. Earlier work of
Ostriker and Hartwik (1968) and reent alulations of Suh and Mathews
(2000) predited an inrease of white dwarf radii in the presene of inter-
nal magneti elds [9, 10℄. In this paper the inuene of the temperature
and magneti eld on white dwarfs parameters have been investigated. The
mass-radius relations for dierent parameters were obtained.
This paper is organized as follows.
In Set.1 are presented the general properties of white dwarfs. In Set.2 the
employed equation of state (EOS) is obtained in magneti elds model with
dierent temperatures. Finally the EOS is used to determine the equilib-
rium ongurations of white dwarfs. The interesting fat is the existene of
unstable branhes on the mass-radius relation for temperature T = 3 108
K and dierent values of the strength of magneti eld, whih indiate that
there are several possible evolutionary traks. Finally, in Set.3 the main
impliations of the results are disussed.
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2 The white dwarfs in the magneti elds model
This paper presents the model of helium white dwarf in whih the main on-
tribution to the pressure omes from ultra-relativisti eletrons. Corretions
from nite temperature and magneti eld are also inluded. Having made
the assumption that the ionised uniform helium plasma forms the interior of
suh an objet one an say that the white dwarf matter onsists of eletrially
neutral plasma whih omprises harged ions (4He) and eletrons.
The Lagrangian density funtion in this model an be represented as the sum
L = Le + LG + Lion + LQED, (1)
where Le, LG desribe the eletron and gravitational terms, respetively.
The Lion determines the ionized helium and LQED is the Lagrangian density
funtion of the QED theory.
The eletron part of the Lagrangian is given by
Le = iψeγ
µDµψe −meψeψe,
where Dµ is the ovariant derivative dening as Dµ = ∂µ − ieAµ and e is
the eletron harge. The Dira equation for eletrons obtained from the
Lagrangian funtion L has the form
(iγµDµ −me)ψe = 0.
The vetor potential is dened as Aµ = {A0 = 0, Ai} where
Ai = −
1
2
εilmx
lBm0 .
The gauge in whih uniform magneti eld B lies along the z-axis was hosen
Bm0 = (0, 0, Bz).
The magnetization is given by the ontribution of the eletrons and depends
on the density of partiles and antipartiles. Dierent from zero magne-
tization generates internal moleular eld Bz = µMz 6= 0. The energy-
momentum tensor an be alulated taking the quantum statistial average
T¯µν =< Tµν >,
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where
Tµν = 2
∂L
∂gµν
− gµνL.
In general in the presene of nite magnetization the pressure is anisotropi.
For the eletrially harge partiles, dierent equations of state for diretions
paraller and perpendiular to the magneti eld an be obtained. Thus the
energy-momentum tensor has the form
< Tµν >=


ε = ρ 0 0 0
0 P 0 0
0 0 P 0
0 0 0 P + µMzBz

 . (2)
This anisotropy in the pressure leads to a magnetostrition eet in the
quantum magnetized gas of harged partiles. In the lassial ase nonzero
magnetization produes a attening eet in white dwarfs and neutron stars
models [11℄ similarly like in the ase of rotating stars [12℄ . Einstein equa-
tions (in isotropi ase) leads to the standard Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkov
equations [13℄. The equations desribing masses and radii of white dwarfs
are determined by the proper form of the equation of state. The aim of this
paper is to alulate the equation of state for helium white dwarfs with the
assumptions of nite temperature and in the presene of magneti eld.
The properties of an eletron in external magneti eld have been studied,
for example by Landau and Lifshitz in 1938 [14℄. In this paper the eets of
high magneti eld on the equation of state of a relativisti, degenerate ele-
tron gas is onsidered. The motion of free eletrons in homogeneous magneti
eld of the strength B perpendiular to the eld is onned by the osillatory
fore determined by the eld B and is quantized into Landau levels with the
energy nB, n = 0, 1, . . .. In the ase of nonrelativisti eletrons the energy
spetrum is given by the relation
En,pz = nωc +
p2z
2me
where n = j+ 1
2
+sz, the ylotron energy ωc = eB/me, pz is the momentum
along the magneti eld and an be treated as ontinuous. For extremly high
magneti eld the ylotron energy is omparably with the eletron rest mass
energy and this is the ase when eletrons beame relativisti. Introduing
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the idea of the ritial magneti eld strength Bc = m
2
e/ | e | whih equals
4.414 × 109 Tesla, it is easy to distinguish between nonrelativisti and rel-
ativisti ases, for B ≥ Bc the relativisti Dira equation for eletrons have
to be used. The obtained dispersion relation now takes the form
En,pz =
√
p2z +m
2
e + 2eBzn. (3)
Along the eld the motion is free, quasi one-dimensional with the modied
density of states. The eletron density of states in the absene of the magneti
eld is replaed by the sum
2
∫
d3p
(2π)3
→ 2Σ∞n=0[2− δn0]
∫
eBz
(2π)2
dpz,
where the symbol δn0 denotes the Kroneker delta [10℄ and thus the spin
degeneray equals 1 for the ground (n = 0) Landau level and 2 for n ≥ 1.
The redened density of states makes the distintive dierene between the
magneti and non-magneti ases. The equation (3) implies that for n = 0,
E0 =
√
p2z +m
2
e whereas for n ≥ 1 En =
√
p2z +m
⋆2
e . These relations indiate
that the quantitym⋆e dened asm
⋆2
e = m
2
e+2eBzn depends on the presene of
the magneti eld and an be interpreted as an eetive eletron mass whih
is dierent from eletron mass for n ≥ 1. The number density of eletrons at
zero temperature is given by
ne = Σ
n=nmax
n=0 [2− δn0]eB2p
F
e .
The maximum Landau level is alulated from the ondition (pFe )
2 ≥ 0. One
an dene the ritial magneti density ρB, whih denotes the limiting density
ρB = 0.802 Y
−1
e γ
3/2g cm−3, (4)
for densities lower than ρB only the ground Landau level is present.
Thermodynami properties of a free eletron gas in the magneti elds at
nite temperature have to be investigated. The temperature aets the ele-
tron motion in external magneti elds. Finite temperature and dereasing
value of the strength of magneti eld tend to smear out Landau levels.
The number density of eletrons in the presene of a magneti eld an be
expressed now as
ne =
2m3eγ
4π2
Σ∞n=0[2− δn0](I0,0,+(z/t, 1 + 2γn)− I0,0,−(z/t, 1 + 2γn)) (5)
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where the Fermi integral
Iλ,η±(u, α) =
∫
(α + x2)λ/2xηdx
e(
√
α+x2∓u) + 1
(6)
was used [15, 16℄, z = µ0/me, t = kBT0/me, u = z/t and γ = Bz/Bc.
Similarly to Fermi temperature whih is given by
TF = EF/kB = (me/kB)ǫF (for ρ < ρB), (7)
one an dene a magneti temperature
TB =
∆EB
kB
=
me
kB
(√
1 + 2nmaxγ + 2γ −
√
1 + 2nmaxγ
)
(8)
where ∆EB is the energy dierene between the nL = nmax level and the
nL = nmax+1 level. For ρ = ρB these temperatures equal TF = TB. Knowing
the value of magneti temperature TB one an desribe how the properties of
free eletron gas hanges at nite temperature and the presene of magneti
eld. The inuene of magneti eld is most signiant for ρ ≤ ρB and
T ≤ TB when eletrons oupy the ground Landau level. In this ase one an
deal with the strong quantizing gas and magneti eld modies all parameters
of the eletron gas. For example, for degenerate, nonrelativisti eletrons the
pressure is proportional to ρ3 and this form of the equation of state one an
ompare with that for the ase B=0 for whih P ∼ ρ5/3. When ρ > ρB the
Fermi temperature is still greater than magneti temperature TB eletrons
are degenerate and there are many Landau levels, now the level spaing
exeeds kBT . The properties of the eletron gas are only slightly aeted by
magneti eld. With inreasing temperature, there is the thermal broadening
of Landau levels, when T ≥ TB, the free eld results are reovered. For
T ≫ TB there are many Landau levels and the thermal widths of the Landau
levels are higher than the level spaing. The magneti eld does not aets
the thermodynami properties of the gas [16℄.
The total pressure of the system an be desribed as the sum of the
pressure oming from eletrons and ions plus small orretions oming from
eletromagneti eld
P = Pe + Pion + PQED.
The ontributions from the same onstituents form the energy density
ε = εe + εion + εQED.
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The eletron pressure and energy density are dened with the use of Fermi
integral
Pe =
2γm4e
4π2
Σ∞n=0[2− δn0](I−1,2,+(z/t, 1 + 2γn) + I−1,2,−(z/t, 1 + 2γn)) (9)
εe =
2γm4e
4π2
Σ∞n=0[2− δn0](I1,0,+(z/t, 1 + 2γn) + I1,0,−(z/t, 1 + 2γn)). (10)
The ions are very heavy and treated as lassial gas. The inuene of mag-
neti eld for ions is very small so we have negleted this orretion. The
pressure and energy density dependene on the hemial potential µ0 de-
termines the form of the equation of state, whih is alulated in the at
Minkowski spae-time. The obtained form of the equation of state is the
base for alulating marosopi properties of the star. In order to onstrut
the mass-radius relation for given form of the equation of state the OTV
equations have to be solved
dP (r)
dr
= −
G
r2
(ρ(r) + P (r))
(m(r) + 4πP (r)r3)
(1− 2Gm(r)
r
)
(11)
dm(r)
dr
= 4πr2ρ(r). (12)
However, presene of strong gravitational eld of the star auses the de-
pendene of the temperature and hemial potential on the gravitational
potential. In this paper together with the alulated form of the equation of
state for ompletely ionised pure helium plasma the hosen values of entral
density ρc hanges from 10
7 kg m−3 to 1014 kg m−3. For suh parameters
the value of magneti eld and temperature were limited to the following
ranges T (0 − 109) K, γ(0 − 1), respetively. Having solved OTV equations
the pressure P (r), mass m(r) and density ρ(r) were onstruted. To obtain
the total radius R of the star the fulllment of the ondition P (r) = 0 is
neessary. The results are presented in gures 1-10. Studying the properties
of the star in the framework of the general-relativisti Thomas-Fermi model
one an made the assumption that the temperature and hemial potential
are metri dependent loal quantities and the gravitational potential instead
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of Poisson's equation satises Einstain's eld equations. The metri is stati,
spherially symmetri and asymptotially at
gµν =


eν 0 0 0
0 −eλ 0 0
0 0 −r2 0
0 0 0 −r2sin2θ

 . (13)
Its oeients an be determined from Einstain equations and written as
follows
e−λ = 1−
2Gm(r)
r
.
The energy-momentum onservation
T µν;ν = 0
whih for spherially symmetri metri (13) an be written as
dν
dr
= −
2
P + ρ
dP
dr
(14)
together with the Gibbs-Duhem relation and with the assumption that the
heat ow and diusion vanishes [17℄ give the ondition
µ
T
= const. (15)
This implies that the temperature and hemial potential be ome loal met-
ri funtions
T (r) = e−ν(r)/2T0 (16)
µ(r) = e−ν(r)/2µ0 (17)
where T0 and µ0 are onstants equal to the temperature and hemial po-
tential at innity. The temperature T0 may be hosen arbitrarily as the
temperature of the heat-bath. First equation in (16) is the well known Tol-
man ondition for thermal equilibrium in a gravitational eld [18℄. For given
values µ0 and T0 one an obtain self-onsisteny equations dening general-
relativisti Thomas-Fermi equation. Now, the Fermi-Dira distributions are
dened as [19℄
1
e(
√
1+x2+2γn−z0)/t0+1
→ 1
e(e
ν(r)/2
√
1+x2+2γn−z0)/t0+1
= 1
e(
√
1+x2+2γn−z(r))/t(r)+1
.
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In the result instead of the OTV equilibrium equations together with the
equation of state whih was alulated in the at spae-time one an derived
three self-onsisteny equations (11,12,14) together with loal form of the
equation of state being now the funtion of r. This is of partiular importane
in the ase of the strong gravitational elds.
3 Disussion
In order to onstrut the mass-radius relation for white dwarfs the proper
form of the equation of state have to be enumerated. For our needs we have
hosen the pure helium plasma as the main onstituent of the white dwarf
interior. All alulations were performed at nite temperature and dierent
from zero magneti eld and ompared with those of zero temperature and
without magneti eld. In Figure 1 the applied form of the equation of
state for magneti and non-magneti white dwarfs were presented. The zero
temperature ase is ompared with the one obtained for temperature 6×108
K. For temperature equals zero there are learly visible Landau levels whih
are smeared out when the temperature is dierent from zero and the strength
of magneti eld is dereased. The density prole for helium magneti and
non-magneti white dwarfs for dierent values of temperatures and entral
density ρc equals 10
10 kg m−3 was shown in Figure 2. As in the ase of the
EOS one an distinguish Landau levels for zero temperature ase. The Fermi
temperature for non-magneti white dwarfs with the xed value of the entral
density ρc = 10
10 kg m−3 is alulated and equals TF = 1.023× 1010 K. The
estimated value of the magneti eld temperature for white dwarfs with the
strength of magneti eld γ = 1 (ρc = 10
10 kg m−3) is TB = 1.27 × 109
K. Theoretial model of helium white dwarf with dierent eletron masses
whih orrespond to the ground Landau level (n = 0) and the one for n = 1
is presented in Figure 2. The hange of mass an be interpreted as the
appearane two shells with distintively dierent value of densities. For the
presented form of the EOS the mass-radius relations were onstruted. These
relations are presented in Figure 3. Of speial interest is the ase when the
temperature equals 108 K beause the appearane of unstable areas. The
same is visible on the relation mass-entral density (Figure 4). There are
marked points A, B, C on mass-radius and mass-entral density relations.
These points represents the stable ongurations (A and C) whereas point
B refers to the unstable one. Figures 5 and 6 present sequenes on the mass-
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radius relations for xed value of temperature. In Figure 5 the hosen value of
the temperature equals T = 6× 108 K whereas in Figure 6 the temperature
equals T = 3 × 108 K . In both gures the strength of magneti eld
hanges from γ = 0 to γ = 1. For omparison the zero temperature mass-
radius relation obtained was presented. For inreasing value of the magneti
eld white dwarfs inrease their mass. However, the asymptoti value of
Chadrasekhar mass is not exeeded. In the range of low densities together
with inreasing value of the temperature the radii of these objets derease.
The mass-entral density relations for helium white dwarfs are presented in
Figures 7 and 8. Thik full urves stable branhes, whereas thin full urves
depit the unstable branhes (Figure 8). The minimum and maximum of
helium white dwarf star masses are represented by the extrema of M . These
are point where the stable and dynamially unstable branhes merge. Stable
branhes are those with
dM
dρc
> 0. The existene of unstable branhes enables
dierent evolution traks. The temperature prole is presented in the Figure
9 for the xed value of the entral density ρc. The temperature is hanged
slightly with the radius in agreement with the value of gravitational potential
whih is muh smaller in omparison with neutron stars. White dwarfs with
known values of masses and radii whih olleted in Table 1 are marked on
the obtained mass-radius relations in Figure 10. In Figure 10 the theoretial
point m is marked. It represents the model of a star formed with one-
dimensional eletron gas. The hanges of eletron mass depend on the value
of the Landau level n. The onstruted onguration has distintive shells
with dierent values of the eletron mass whih is diretly onneted with
the population of Landau levels. For n = 0 (only the ground Landau level is
populated) the eletron mass is unhanged whereas for n = 1, one an deal
with the modied by the magneti eld eletron mass.
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4 Figure aptions.
Figure 1
The equation of state for dierent temperature and strength of magneti eld
ases.
Figure 2
The density prole for helium magneti white dwarf and for non-magneti
white dwarf for dierent temperatures and ρc = 10
10 kg/m−3.
Figure 3
The mass-radius relation for white dwarf with dierent temperature ases.
Figure 4
The mass M dependene on the entral density ρc for dierent temperature
values.
Figure 5
The mass-radius diagram for helium white dwarfs for temperature T = 6 108
K and the strength of magneti eld γ = 0.1− 1. The solid line denotes the
mass-radius relation for T = 0K.
Figure 6
The mass-radius diagram for helium white dwarfs for temperature T = 3 108
K and the strength of magneti eld γ = 0.1− 1.
Figure 7
The mass M dependene on the entral density ρc for temperatures T = 0K
and T = 6 108 K.
Figure 8
The mass M dependene on the entral density ρc for temperatures T = 0K
and T = 3 108 K.
Figure 9
The temperature prole for dierent entral density.
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Figure 10
The mass-radius relation for white dwarf with dierent values of temperature
with marked observational white dwarfs. The pointm denotes the theoretial
model of the star with Landau levels nL = 0, nL = 1 whih are learly visible
in the Figure 2. The mass and radius for this onguration is alulated
R = 0.92 (100R/R⊙), M = 1.18 M⊙.
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Object M [M⊙ ] R [ 100RR⊙ ] Ref.
SyriuszB 1.053± 0.028 0.74± 0.06 [1]
40 Eri B 0.48± 0.02 1.24± 0.05 [1]
Stein 2051 0.50± 0.05 or 0.72± 0.08 1.15± 0.12 [1]
DA 0.45± 0.015 1.85± 0.08 [20]
GD448 0.41± 0.01 1.8 [21]
GD191-B2B 0.51 2.0 [22]
Feige 0.50 1.8 [22]
WD2218+706 0.40 3.3 [22]
REJ0558+165 0.58 1.9 [22]
REJ1738+665 0.53 2.4 [22]
Table 1: The masses and radii for some typial white dwarfs.
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